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Abstract

With the vigorous development of the modern network education technology, the construction of network resource developed towards digital, intelligent and personalized, in order to satisfy the distance learners of different learning needs. By analyzing the problems currently learners in the use of the repository for learning generated by the proposed use of data mining techniques to further planning and construction of the repository, and on how to improve the organizational structure of the repository, and improve the utilization of the repository, personalized to meet the current in-depth research and analysis of learning problems.
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1. Introduction

With the advent of informational times, the weather industry due to the development needs of modern business, open learning model has become a trend, the use of Network Education resource library of information provided at any time, any place, any person, any way of learning while according to different professions, different positions, different regions and even employees have different learning interests and learning objectives for education resources has different requirements, user needs is the highest reference value, high-quality personalized information, in order to better adapt to the user, the repository must be based on the user’s state builders, study the user's status, habits and interests, providing high-quality education and training resources, to provide users with a more personalized education integrated services.

2. The Situation of Meteorological Network Education Resource Library

Currently, the weather Internet distance education teaching resources include the following:

1) Material resource: Multimedia Library, courseware library, learning parts library, case library, electronic literature, exam etc.;

2) Online courses: courseware library, school library parts, electronic lesson plans, interactive laboratories, virtual reality laboratory;

3) Teaching Resources Management System: courseware system, teaching observation systems, intelligent tutoring systems, video-on-demand systems, self-examination system, electronic preparation system, electronic library, courseware authoring tools, system test paper and analysis system;

4) General teaching system support platform: electronic preparation system, information distribution system, video conferencing systems, education statistics systems.

3. The Methods of Education Training Data Mining

The task of data mining is to extract from the mass of data which is implicit in the process of useful information and knowledge to help users of data for statistical analysis, as well as the sum of reasoning, and thus the use of existing data to predict the future to help trainees learn analysis. Specific tasks include data mining concept description, classification, clustering, correlation, regression and prediction.

Data mining applications in the repository construction, the basic procedure is divided into the following four steps [1] [2]:

1) Extracting web information collected learner characteristics. Information can be collected roughly: learner’s identity information, including the learner’s name, sex, nationality, age, education level, and address. Using Web logging learner behavior information, such as residence time, number of visits, downloads, and other information hits knowledge.

2) Reprocessing of data, that the source data processing and tissue remodeling, building a data warehouse related topics, provide the basic platform for the next phase of data mining process. Good preparation which includes: data cleaning, data integration, data conversion and data reduction and establish a database mining, and data analysis, data mining can adjust the tasks can be divided into feature extraction, correlation analysis, property classification, clustering analysis and time series forecasting several categories.

3) Analysis and evaluation of test data obtained by mining the knowledge model.

4) Knowledge representation, make full use of the appropriate form to use data mining tools from the web data mining out of the knowledge model shown to improve the construction of the repository.

4. Data Mining Technology in the Construction of a Network Library

Using data mining technology to build Network Education Library can effectively address the following three aspects [3]:

1) First let more learners to understand the Library, especially potential users of the excavation. Mining potential users through the analysis of user access to information, the use of classification techniques, to identify the user with a description of some of the public has been classified and old customers to determine the user type; you can dynamically show the user some specific, targeted of the page, to attract users. Learners will be able to know the browsing behavior, to understand the interests and needs of learners, such as the use of data mining, sequential pattern discovery techniques, learners can be found on the page in the form of site navigation behavior, dynamic adjustment of structural sites for the learner, so that students have access to the files associated with the connection between the direct comparison, so that the user can easily access to the page to access, increase in access convenience, better left to the user impression, increase the chance of the next visit. For example, by analyzing Web log mining results [4].

2) Improving resource organization structure to improve resource structure, personalized service is the highest goal of Library construction. By analyzing Web log data, learners learn the history and results of the evaluation and so on, dig out the user’s usage patterns to provide personalized services to users; enable learners need to learn the interface more easily accessible, so that learners concern., link access frequency, access time, the access route using the statistical methods of statistical pages, into the site where the learner to understand is that each home have been, or by direct access to the search engine web page of interest, in which page of the site after the jump.

3) Increasing download speeds by mining association rules in the database, you can achieve the previously stored functions and solve the problem of slow downloads. If each transaction learner personalized access the original database, there are many links to browse the Web while browsing the web are A and B. If a user visits a web browsing a, then B browsing the user is likely to be of value, so you can browse the web together in the
recommended list B [5].

The mining analysis results into a personalized database, when the learner enters the system, the system can be provided to meet the learning needs of its pages according to the database next time. In addition, due to the learning needs of learners are constantly changing, so the need to regularly collect raw data, combined with personalized learner historical information in the database [6].

5. Application Examples

We have statistics of meteorological distance education network in China visited pages; the average residence time longer page information is as Table 1 below.

We can see from Table 1, in meteorological education and training site, respondents’ page is mainly resource page, the page residence time in about 4 minutes. From the above data we can see that the operation time of the user most stay in play streaming media courseware, but also can be seen, the streaming media courseware user experience time is about 4 minutes. if the courseware playing time is too long, it will affect the user experience and feelings. From the directory can be seen, most of the resources are concentrated in the path of http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/page, therefore we could infer that most users are concentrated to stay in the choice of resources, and then mapped to different pages, and eventually to view resources information services. After analysis we will cluster them into a group, and fully understand the multimedia content which these learners interested in, timely adjust the page and page content. In the content present to these learners’, increase the content and links to multimedia knowledge, meet the needs of learners.

In the process of implementation of the page, according to the web log, we need to understand the flow distribution of main page Jump, which has important significance to the redirection of resources. From Figure 1 we can clearly see that, turning each page is different, from the jump of the page, for strong steering courseware resources and teaching resources.

The access information of a fixed professional resources page is as Figure 2. It is shown in Figure 2, the university academic staff have more requirements for the resource, the number of activities and visits are also much more than others, which is related to the number of employees and professionals of the meteorological system. The majority of training staff are undergraduates, at the same time for their resource demands more, pointing to customize more resources to them, for customized service.

Table 1. Statistical ranking table of the visit on the ten websites of one day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Visited pages</th>
<th>Residence time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cmatc.com.cn/www/res/xjz/index.shtml">http://www.cmatc.com.cn/www/res/xjz/index.shtml</a></td>
<td>5 min 20 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/xykw/index.shtml">http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/xykw/index.shtml</a></td>
<td>3 min 10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/kjgp/index.shtml">http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/kjgp/index.shtml</a></td>
<td>2 min 10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><a href="http://stream1.cma.gov.cn/cmatcvod/12/nyqxge/">http://stream1.cma.gov.cn/cmatcvod/12/nyqxge/</a></td>
<td>2 min 5 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/zhmsh/index.shtml">http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/zhmsh/index.shtml</a></td>
<td>1 min 40 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><a href="http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/yuanchengpeixun/index.shtml">http://www.cmatc.cn/www/res/yuanchengpeixun/index.shtml</a></td>
<td>1 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the page Jump.
It is shown in Figure 3, the atmospheric science background students have demands for the resource, so the platform should provide more meteorological resources, in accordance with professional background to create resource classification system, based on user authentication information, combined with professional background, providing personalized service device.

6. Conclusions
The application of data mining technology can improve the resource organization mode, for the learners use it conveniently and quickly. Such as the standard of data mining language, on the effective mining method of multiple types of knowledge, and how to data mining in Internet network fast and effectively. With the deepening of the study, data mining have a greater impact on the data mining technology is bound to the resource library construction.

Figure 2. Education information radar chart.

Figure 3. Professional information radar chart.
In the practical application process, there are two important problems of educational resources: 1) The learning process is not suitable for individual learning is the fundamental problems of current network resources. 2) Resource retrieval difficulties, download time, resource library organization structure, the search query function setting is another cause of this phenomenon.
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